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CHAIRMAN’SNOTES•AUGUST2015
I was very happy to hear from two sources that Peter Jenner is in good spirits.
On 06 June, Tricia Williams sent a note to say “I visited Peter Jenner today and he has received
the items you posted to him [May Dispersals]. He is in good spirits; we went to a local pub for
lunch; I will be back to see him in August.”
On 07 July, Coert Munk of the Royal Netherlands Air Force Historical Flight asked me for
Peter’s address, saying that he was to be in England and wanted to visit Peter. I gave him Peter’s
particulars and, on the 22nd Coert emailed: “Hello David: I visited Peter on Sunday the 12th; he is
happy with the place. It’s the best his sons could find and one of his sons lives nearby. Peter has
not lost his special sense of humour: ‘Well, I don’t think I’ll make it to Dunsfold this year.’ He’s
now 90 years old; doesn’t leave his bed, but still has a strong mind and memory. The day was 75
years and 2 days after the start of the Battle of Britain; Peter told me he witnessed the start, as a
boy of 15; sitting in a train
between Hawkinge and Lymph
airfields, he watched as German
Stukas attacked both fields.
Coert goes on to say “Peter flew
onboard our B-25 in a memorial
trip over the SW of the
Netherlands. Last year I went to
the airshow in Dunsfold and we
met again; Peter invited us to a
lunch near the airfield the day
before the show; he spoke of his
other passion, car racing, and
told us how to ‘read’ the race. I’ll
be in Dunsfold next month [with
the B-25 Sarinah] and will drink
a toast on Peter in the veteran’s
enclosure.”

PeterJenner(left) andRegDayatDunsfoldWings&Wheels2014
CoertMunkphoto
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LASTPOST
GEORGE GOULD • OBSERVER • 98 SQUADRON
Dr. George Gould, beloved husband of the late Marion Gould, passed away
peacefully in his sleep on July 2, 2015 at the age of 93 years.
From an agricultural background, George became a herdsman on a dairy farm.
In December 1941, George enlisted with the RCAF in London, Ontario. He
served as an Observer in 98 Squadron, 2nd Tactical Air Force, RAF and
completed a tour operations with crewmates L.E. Pears (Pilot), K.W. ‘Ken’
Harrison (WAG) and P.J. Carrier (AG); their first op was 13 April 44, a raid
on a gun site at Dieppe; their final was 14 Aug 44 against a strongpoint SE of
Caen.
Following his discharge from RCAF he attended the Ontario Veterinary
College, graduating as a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine in 1950. He founded
the Pavey Street Veterinary practice for small and large animals in Woodstock, Ontario. In 1960
he joined the Federal Government, Health of Animals Branch, servicing Woodstock, Athabasca,
and Waterloo. In 1975 he relocated to Calgary where he became Alberta Regional Veterinarian.
George directed the testing for the eradication of Tuberculosis and Brucellosis for the National
Herd, and worked as Acting Veterinary Director for Canada.
George was a member of the Royal Canadian Legion #264, Medium Bomber Association, and the
Southern Alberta Aircrew Association. An avid crib player, George enjoyed a good laugh.
Predeceased by his wife Marion on January 3, 2015, he will be missed by his five children, James
(Wendy) of Chandler, Arizona, Robert of Calgary, Barbara McKellar (Kenneth) of Ingersoll,
Ontario, Susan Casey of Calgary, and Paul (Erica) of Nelson, BC; his siblings, Joseph of
Kamloops, BC and Mildred Luckham of Ingersoll, Ontario; his 4 grandchildren and 2 great
grandchildren.
A Memorial Service was held at McInnis & Holloway in Calgary on Monday, July 6, 2015. A
second funeral service was held at Old St. Paul’s Church Woodstock Ontario on Wednesday July
8. Interment followed at Oxford Centre Pioneer Cemetery.
In living memory of Dr. George Gould, a tree will be planted at Fish Creek Provincial Park,
Calgary.
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LESLIE V. DAVIES DFM • WAG, PILOT • 88, 21, 107 SQUADRONS
S/L Leslie Victor Davies DFM passed away peacefully 10th May 2015. Born on the 7th July 1919,
he was brought up in Pentrecourt Wales.
He joined the RAF at the outbreak of War and trained as a Wop/Ag; he was posted as a Sergeant
to 88 Sqn flying Battles; during the evacuation of Dunkirk he was awarded the DFM. His citation
reads:
“During May 1940, this airman has been flying as a Wireless Operator/Air Gunner in
Battle aircraft. He has always
displayed the greatest skill and
courage and his devotion to
duty, directing his pilot against
strong opposition has been
responsible for the safe return of
the aircraft to its base on
numerous
occasions.
Recommended for the nonimmediate award of the DFM”
(7th June 1940) (London Gazette
5/11/1940)
He applied to train as a pilot and was
commissioned, ending the war as a
Mosquito pilot in night fighters; his last
action was shooting V bombs.

88SquadronBattlesbasedatMourmelonͲleͲGrand,Franceflywith
CurtissHawksoftheFrenchAirForcein1939/40.IWMphotoCͲ651

After the war he served with the War Graves Commission and then RAF Intelligence. This
involved work dealing with flights behind the Iron Curtain.
On retirement he applied and was accepted as a Queens Messenger and travelled the world 1st
class.
Following this service Les retired back to Wales where he became very active with the Royal
British Legion eventually becoming Chairman of the County Branch.
Serving the local Community as a Burgess of Laugharne he worked tirelessly eventually becoming
an Alderman. Les was also Church Warden at St Martin’s Church where he served, as always,
with dedication ensuring every event ran smoothly especially the annual Remembrance Service.

WEWILLREMEMBERTHEM
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BͲ25JMITCHELL‘SARINAH’
Coert Munk

SarinahatDunsfold2014;shewillbethereagainthisyear!CoertMunkphoto

IN GENERAL
Make and model

North American Aviation (NAA) B-25J-20-NC Mitchell

Year and factory built

1944; NAA Kansas City, KS, USA

Manufacturer’s Serial Number

108-32782

USAAF Serial Number

44-29507

Contract Number

W535-ac-19341

Contract W535-ac-19341 dates from 24 February 1941 and 26 June 1942 for the production of
2,290 B-25D bombers (NAA Type NA-87 and NA-100). The contract was renewed because of
the production of 4,318 B-25J bombers (NA-108). The cost of Mitchell 44-29507 off line was
about $150,000US.
Details on history are from several sources, including the USAAC/USAAF/USAF and FAA
files.
MILITARY PERIOD
The B-25J-20-NC now flying as ‘Sarinah’ was accepted by the USAAF on 28 Sep 44 and
delivered on 30 Sep 44. She departed the same day to Moody Field, Georgia. The TB-25J
trainer-bomber became on duty with 144 Base Unit, Air Training Command as of 07 Oct 44. The
following assignments are listed on her record card:
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25-04-1945

Turner AAF, GA

2109 Base Unit, ATC

17-09-1945

Maxwell AAF, AL

2100 Base Unit, ATC

11-02-1946

Maxwell AAF, AL

42 Base Unit, Command Grouping

17-11-1947

Maxwell AAF, AL

502 Air University Photo Flight

18-01-1948

Selfridge AAF, MI

56 Maint. Service Unit/Repair & Inspection, SAC

20-05-1948

Maxwell AAF, AL

502 AUPF

19-01-1950

Maxwell AAF, AL

3800 Air University Wing (AUWg)

26-01-1950

Brookley AAF, AL

MOBAR AMC for maintenance

03-04-1950

Maxwell AAF, LA

3800 AUWg

31-01-1954

Birmingham AAF, AL

BMCBA AMC for maint. & conversion to VB-25N

xx-04-1954

Maxwell AAF, AL

3800 AUWg

xx-08-1958

Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ

Air Material Command, in storage

xx-03-1959

Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ

Struck Off Charge

THE CIVIL PERIOD
On her way to becoming Sarinah, this B-25 passed through quite a number of civilian hands; not
unusual for WWII aircraft prior to the explosive growth in the popularity of warbirds.
In July of 1959, she was sold to Fogel Aircraft in Tucson, Arizona. Her civil registration was
N3698G at the time. In November, 1959 she was sold o Aero Enterprises in Elkhart, Indiana. In
March, 1962 she was sold to Verco Tropical Fisheries in Columbus, Ohio. She was converted to
carry cargo in the bomb bay and waist area in December of 1962 for the transport of exotic pets
between Peru and Columbus, OH. She was then sold in February to Robert R. Johnson of Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
November of 1968 saw her owned by Austin Williams, thanks to a Sherriff’s sale following an
ownership dispute, in the amount of $225! She was again sold, in July 1972 to Ernest G Trapaga
of Redondo Beach, California. In September of 1974 she was purchased by I.N. Burchinal from
Paris, Texas, who sold her to Robert Wingate in September of ‘79, then back to Burchinal in
November the same year. Burchinal sold her to Reyline Aviation of Kissimmee, Florida. June of
‘81 has her sold to Donald Webber of Baton Rouge, Louisiana where she flew as ‘Cochise’. In
December, 1989 she was sold to AMHO Corp from Wilmington, Delaware and the registration
was changed in 1990 to N320SQ (representing 320 Dutch Squadron RAF).
She was then ferried to Eindhoven, The Netherlands May 22–25, 1990 from Baton Rouge via the
WWII ferry route: Labrador, Canada; Greenland; Iceland. The Mitchell was operated by The
Duke of Brabant Air Force and she flew in RAF colours as ‘Lotys II’ carrying the 320 Squadron
identification NO-V (RAF serial HD346/USAAF serial 43-3874; SOC 06 Jun 47).
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The Dutch Civil Aviation Authority reserved the registration PH-XXV in Coert Munk’s personal
name for future use. In May of 1999 the Mitchell was painted as N5-149 of ML-KNIL
(Netherlands East Indies Air Force) colours and renamed Sarinah/De 2 C’s. In 2009 Sarinah’s
civil registration was changed to the current PH-XXN reserved by Munk.
Ownership was transferred in 2010 to the Royal Netherlands Air Force Historical Flight after the
merger with The Duke of Brabant Air Force.

ArrivalatEindhoven,Netherlands.Note‘320SQ’registrationbelowhorizontalstabilizer.CoertMunkphoto

About Coert Munk
Coert recently retired from a 14 year position as General Airport Manager of Teuge Airfield in
The Netherlands where, in addition to running the field, he undertook the responsibility of
extending the concrete runway to 1,199 meters, which also extends the life of the field.
He had a Private Pilot’s License and was co-owner of a small Ercoupe, aka ‘Poor Man’s
Mitchell.’ His fascination with twin-tailed aircraft was heightened in the ‘60s when he began
researching more deeply into B-25s; he became involved with the Duke of Brabant Mitchell
almost as soon as it touched down at Eindhoven. He edited the DBAF news magazine and was a
board member from the mid-nineties until the merger with the Royal Netherlands Air Force
Historic Flight, supervising volunteer efforts and organizing air show programs. They flew the
Mitchell in a display area roughly bounded by Sweden, the South of France, Italy, Czechia and
Ireland.
Hein Koudijs (DBAF Veterans Affairs Manager) introduced Coert to Peter Jenner several years
ago after which Peter arranged for many of the petition signatures required for hangarage for
Sarinah. Needless to say, Coert is a fan of 2TAF MBA.
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EARLIERTHATNIGHTWITHDONALDSCRATCH
Michael DesMazes • RCAF Boundary Bay Historian

Many RCAF Boundary Bay followers know the story of Sgt. Donald Palmer Scratch who stole a
B-25 Mitchell, flew beat-ups along the coast of the lower mainland for five hours and finally
dove and crashed the plane, killing himself on Tilbury Island near the Boundary Bay aerodrome.
You may also know that he first took a B-24 Liberator while an Officer from an East Coast
station a few years before. But did you know about the second Liberator he ditched? In the wee
hours of the morning of Dec 6th 1944 and approximately one hour before taking off in the
Mitchell, Sgt Scratch, bottle in hand, climbed aboard B-24 Liberator EW282, (code letter “W”),
fired up the engines and headed for the East end of the tarmac.
The tower staff took no notice of the Liberator lumbering down the tarmac as Ground Crews
routinely moved aircraft to and from the flight line and hangars. The arrangement however was
that only two of the four engines would be
used by ground crew. No one noticed that
all four of EW282's engines were running
as it disappeared down the tarmac. It was a
half-moon that night as Sgt. Scratch
approached the end of the tarmac
presumably with the intention of taking off
on runway #20 which ran from North by
Northeast to South by Southwest. As Sgt
Scratch swung to the right the plane
dropped into a wide ditch; he had missed
the tarmac in the half light and was now on
the access road that leads to the ammunition
dump. There was a vehicle bridge across
this ditch but it was not wide enough to
accommodate the landing gear of a four
engine bomber. Undaunted, Sgt Scratch
walked back to the flight line where after
having a cigarette with a couple of the
Ground crew walked over and purportedly
signed out a Mitchell and began his last
flight into history.
The 5 O.T.U. Crash card for EW282 is remarkably short. Category “C” damage with the
“Secondary or Contributory Factors” (of the accident as a), Category 41: “Disobedience of
Orders”. It goes on to list the outcome of all four engines, No. 1 Totally damaged; No. 2 Serious
damage; No. 3 Totally damaged and No.4 Serious damage. The card also contains the following
hand written note; “Not to be entered as a flying accident but to be put on return as a footnote.”
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WHENNATURECALLSATALTITUDE
From an article by Ken Wright on the
Bomber Command Museum of Canada Website (with permission)
Soldiers and sailors can dispose their bodily waste anywhere on land or in the sea if necessary,
but what options did the bomber air crews and fighter pilots have? With the advances in aviation
technology, the WWII fighter or bomber could stay in the air longer, and travel much greater
distances than could the primitive air machines of WWI. This, by necessity, required aircraft
designers to incorporate some basic method of waste disposal for those who flew these new
machines. Concentration on life and death tasks is well-nigh impossible when the need to pee
dominates and the cold at 26,000 feet and -60F intensifies a man's pain for not relieving himself.
The famous World War II British Lancaster bomber is the most written about aircraft of the
period yet it is extremely hard to find a book that even briefly gives information on any crew
waste disposable facilities.
This aircraft is in essence, a metal container for more than 2,000 gallons of pure petrol, plus
another 150 gallons of oil; miles of pipe containing highly inflammable hydraulic oil for
controls, flaps, gun turrets etc. In the bomb bay, there might be 8 to 10 tons of lethal high
explosive and or pyrotechnic stores; 14,000 rounds of ammunition in extended alloy tracks
which guide the belted ammunition to the gunner's turrets. There are oxygen lines, electrical
wiring, intercommunication cables and a host of other fittings.
Inside this 'flying bomb' were seven
crewmen wearing layers of clothing
designed to keep out the cold. These
men took off night after night
sometimes for a 6-7 hour stint in
unpressurised aircraft to face enemy
flak, night fighters, hostile weather
conditions and accidents. Almost all
Avro Lancaster Bombers were
equipped with three Frazer-Nash
hydraulically operated turrets using
.303 calibre machine guns: the nose,
mid upper and tail turrets. The nose
turret was manned by the bomb
Lancaster tail gun position at the rear of the aircraft. In this photo the
aimer if required. The mid upper turret doors are open; during an operation they were closed, as were a
gunner spent the trip suspended on a secondsetofdoors,tominimizedraft.RAAFWAMuseumphoto
canvas sling seat with his lower body in the draughty fuselage and his head in the Plexiglas
dome. It was a lonely position removed from the proximity of other crew but the worst position
was that of the tail gunner which, during nightly 'ops' was the coldest, loneliest place in the sky.
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Whilst other crew members enjoyed some comfort having others relatively nearby, the rear
gunner was completely removed from his fellow crew members and any heating system.
Squeezed into a cramped metal and Perspex cupola, the rear gunner had so little leg space that
some had to place their flying boots into the turret before climbing in themselves.
From takeoff to landing, at times for as long as ten hours, the tail gunner was constantly rotating
the turret, scanning the surrounding blackness, quarter by quarter, for the grey shadow that could
instantly become an attacking enemy night fighter. Due to the turret’s dearth of space, the rear
gunner stowed his parachute in the fuselage outside his turret. Any relaxation of vigilance could
mean death for everyone on board. Even answering the call of nature could mean disaster for the
crew, as his position was the prime target for attacking enemy night fighters. Even if he needed
desperately to piss or shit, he
couldn't leave his post on an
operation. The Lancaster, for some
reason, was not equipped with piss
[relief] tubes; only an 'Elsan'
chemical toilet a few feet forward
from the rear gunner's turret. It was
exposed, unreliable, uncomfortable
and dangerous in rough weather or
if the pilot had to take sudden
evasive action. At 10,000 feet and
above, anyone using the Elsan had
to use a portable oxygen bottle for
breathing. The crew would have to
have had bottomless steel bladders ElsanchemicaltoiletontheLancasterfuselagefloor,justaheadofthetail
gunner’s position. The tracks on either side conveyed ammunition to the
to be able to maintain the constant tailgunsfromastoragepositionatmidship.RAAFWAMuseumphoto
vigilance necessary for each raid
and not use the Elsan or some other container. The Elsan was hated by the aircrews because they
had to use it and by the ground crew because they had to empty it.
One unknown airman describes his hatred of the Elsan:
'While we were flying in rough air, this devil’s convenience often shared its contents with the
floor of the aircraft, the walls and ceiling; sometimes, a bit remained in the container itself. It
doesn't take much imagination to picture what it was like trying to combat fear and airsickness
while struggling to remove enough gear in cramped quarters and at the same time trying to use
the bloody Elsan. If it wasn't an invention of the devil, it certainly must have been one foisted on
us by the enemy. When seated in frigid cold amid the cacophony of roaring engines and
whistling air, away from what should have been one of life's peaceful moments, the occupant had
a chance to fully ponder the miserable condition of his life. This loathsome creation invariably
overflowed on long trips and in turbulence was always prone to bathe the nether regions of the
user. It was one of the true reminders to me that war is hell.'
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With regards to the use of the Elsan toilet, there are two stories reputed to be true. One is about
some members of the RAF conducting biological warfare by jettisoning filled Elsan toilets with
their normal bomb payload on German targets. The other is about one Lancaster crew who took
one of the Women's Auxiliary Air Force on an operation. This was strictly against regulations
but more than likely happened a few times. The WAAF passenger was 'caught short' and as the
Lancaster was at 10,000 feet, the mobile oxygen bottle was necessary during her ablutions.
Unfortunately for her, the oxygen bottle wasn't working properly and she passed out from lack of
oxygen. The crew only discovered her on their return leg over the English Channel. All efforts to
revive her failed and as they couldn't find a pulse, they thought she was dead. They were
contemplating throwing her overboard when one of them found the elusive pulse. They revived
her just before landing and were able to smuggle her back to her barracks. One very lucky lady
indeed!
It was not unusual to see crews 'watering the wheel' before taking off on a raid. This ritual
involved peeing together on the bombers rear wheel for luck and possibly eliminate the necessity
having to pee again during the flight.
Americans bomber crews suffered the same problems as their British cousins with similar
methods of disposal.
Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress: 'A sometimes humorous and usually urgent problem encountered
was the elimination of liquid waste. The outlet provided was a funnel and tube located in the
bomb bay, which opened to the
external air stream. This facility was
used mostly by the pilots, flight
engineer and radioman because of the
easy accessibility to them. Other crew
members had access problems,
especially when encumbered by
oxygen hook-ups. Some carried
sizeable cardboard food containers
for such use.'
'No matter how scared I was, my
retention capacity had been sufficient
during early missions to get me back
to the grass around the parking
revetments at Nuthamstead without
urination. On one long mission BͲ17‘Relieftube’onthewallbetweencockpitandbombbay.Thebeam
inlowerrightprovidedpassagethroughbombbayfortravelbetween
however, my capacity for retention cockpitandrearsection.Handrailsareseeneithersideofcockpitdoor.
D.Poissantcollection
was exceeded and I filled and
overfilled the relief tube. The mess left on the bottom of the fuselage was the subject of
considerable discussion during subsequent flights. A necessary caution on urination was to warn
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the ball turret gunner if the relief tube was to be used. The stream of urine from this tube
impacted onto his turret in the air stream. At high altitudes, it froze as a yellow cloud on his
turret. The instruction was to warn him about your intention so that he could turn his view
screen away from the relief tube. When not warned, his guns were useless since he had no
visibility until the yellow cloud melted at lower altitudes. Often, forgetful urinators were cursed
roundly by the ball turret gunners.' -Bill Frankhouser, Navigator.

Left:SperryBallTurretonaBͲ17(photo:WashingtonPost).Right:Insidetheturret,thegunnerlaidinafetalposition,
aiminghisgunsthroughtheroundpanebetweenhisfeet;heenteredtheballonlyaftertakeͲoff;he’dcrankthe
gunsstraightdown,openthehatchandclimbin.Intheillustration,heisgrippingthehandlesthatturn/tilttheball
toaimtheguns.AswiththeLancastertailturret,therewasnoroomforaparachute.(photo:onlinegreensboro.com).

B-17- Ball turret: 'To overcome the problem of relieving myself, I had found an old oxygen
mask hose which was about an inch and a half in diameter and had run it up and through one of
the slots that discharged the spent machine gun bullet casings. On my first attempt, I wasn't very
successful. It worked fine except I had the turret in the wrong position and was sprayed by my
own urine. After that, I learned to put the turret in the correct position when I needed to pee. Lester Schrent, Gunner.
de Havilland Mosquito DH 98: 'In the Mossie, the relief tube was a flexible hose connected to a
container under the pilot's seat. The top was funnel shaped with about half or three quarters of
an inch diameter hose which could accommodate any young man with a good stream capacity.
There was naturally no place to defecate so one would either hang on or if the worst came to the
worst, change one’s clothing immediately after landing back at base.' -Robert Kirkpatrick, Pilot.
North American P51 Mustang: 'A day in midwinter 1944-45 with a bright and clear sky over
Europe at 28,000 feet. Below us lies solid snow white Strat form clouds, deep into German
territory. The air temperature outside cockpit of the Mustang fighter, is at least -40F at this
altitude. Body comfort in the cockpit depends on having at least two layers of clothes under the
flying suit and heavy boots with leather gloves under the gauntlets.
My bladder has been sending urgent messages to evacuate the remnants of last night's overindulgence in English beer. I sweep the sky visually, move the other members of the flight into a
loose formation and trim the plane for straight and level flight.
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The second part of the drill is to loosen the restricting crash straps, locate the funnel shaped
relief tube clipped under the bucket seat then hopefully place it between my thighs. Finally, I
probe through two zippers and long underwear for the organ of my discontent. The offending
organ's head retracts in terror and revulsion when it feels
the cold glove. Precious moments are lost warming the
rejected hand and enticing the reluctant digit to pour forth
its voluminous donation into the receptive relief tube.
Oh no! The exterior exhaust end of the relief tube is iced
up. There I sit, half finished, holding a container of
steaming urine in my hand. My dilemma is abruptly ‘Businessend’ofthepilotrelieftubeassembly
Photo:ChiefAircraft.
terminated by a radio call from my wing man. Red Leader,
bandits seven o'clock high, coming in on your tail. Break left!
Disregarding everything, I grab the throttle and control stick and snap into a defensive Lufberry
turn. The unconfined liquid splashed onto the windshield and canopy, freezing instantly. Tearing
the gloves off my hands with my teeth, I frantically scratched at the yellow coating of ice
restricting my visibility. At the same time, I kept my aircraft trembling on the edge of a high
speed stall. My unrestricted visibility returned after the longest and busiest five minutes of my
life, to reveal an empty sky. The lonely flight back to base, plus landing, proved uneventful.
My crew chief waited faithfully as I taxied back to the revetment area. After I parked and opened
the canopy, this imperturbable mechanic stood on the wing and leaned into the cockpit to help
me unbuckle all the straps. He sniffed the air like a bird dog and casually remarked; It smells
like you was awful scared cap'n.' -Larry Dissette, Pilot.
When nature calls, some situations can cause a lot of laughter back in the mess hall. A few
months after D-Day one English pilot of a Dakota often had the job of flying VIP's over France.
On one occasion, some senior officers had a female ATS sergeant with them. The toilet
arrangement for these flights consisted of an Elsan with a hessian screen rigged around it at the
back of the aircraft.
During the flight, the female sergeant with the party came forward to the flight deck and asked if
she could use 'their' toilet instead. The pilot wondered where she thought they had room for such
a facility but showed her the 'tube' outlet and told her if she could find a way to use it, she was
welcome. -Stan Hilder.
Modesty is one of the early causalities of military life; exposing one's private parts to others in
order to do what must be done is difficult under any circumstance. To all those who flew during
World War II, it was just one more hazard among the many with which they had to contend.
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THERE’SADOUGLASAͲ20INTHEAIR!
David Poissant

The Douglas Aircraft A-20 we first reported in November, 2007 as being restored for Steve
Searle of Australia is now flying! Work was halted and she was sold, in 2011, to Rod Lewis
(Lewis Air Legends) who promptly asked Aero Trader, who did such a wonderful job on his B25 (see Dispersals Feb, 2011), to complete the partially-done restoration.
Aero Trader have once again turned out a showpiece restoration; it was test flown 15 July from
their hangars at Chino, California. The Havoc has not yet been delivered to Lewis, as Aero
Trader are installing additional fuel capacity in the bomb bay…hmm, might make trans-Atlantic
travel possible. Here are a few early photos by ‘Warbird News.’ More news to come.
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NEGLECTEDBͲ25TORESETTLEINAUSTRALIA
Warbirdnews.com

For more than a decade, a forlorn B-25J Mitchell 44-31508 has sat more or less abandoned and
exposed to nature at an airfield in Franklin, Virginia. Many have tried in vain to do something
positive to help the aircraft, but
a complicated legal dispute has made doing
so next to impossible for a very long time.
And so the tired bomber has sat, slowly
returning to the elements as the squabbling
continued. Happily though, an Australian
husband and wife team, whose warbird
collection is known mysteriously as
Reevers, has stepped in to give the tired
warhorse, known ironically as “Lucky
Lady“, a new lease on life down-under.
Here WarbirdsNews regular antipodean
correspondent, Phil Buckley recently
interviewed Peter Smythe who is ‘LuckyLady’comingapartinAprilforshippingtoAustralia
ReeversWarbirdsphoto
coordinating the recovery and restoration
of “Lucky Lady” and he takes up the story here…
Reevers growing warbird collection
Australian Peter Smythe has been a warbird enthusiast, researcher and collector for a long time,
with his efforts resulting in the ever-expanding Reevers warbird collection. This collection has
grown into a diverse and unique fleet for Australia and comprises the following aircraft:
x

Douglas B-26 Invader, 44-35898, currently undergoing assessment in Queensland with a
view to acting on its immediate future in the next six weeks. This could be either repair in
situ or transport by road to a repair facility in southern Australia. Click HERE to
see WarbirdsNews report on this aircraft.

x

B-17 Flying Fortress – While this is presently a collection of parts and drawings, a
shipment of B-17 components is currently being readied for shipment to Australia and
following this, larger sections will be recovered and consolidated into this long term
project.

x

Republic P-43 Lancer – There are no complete Lancers known to exist, but Reevers has
enough material to form the basis of a rebuild. While this project is in its early phases, as
time permits and the allocation of resources improves, this particular aircraft will be
developed into a static rebuild.

Other projects currently parked for future work include Curtiss P-40 Kittyhawk A-29-99 and
Supermarine Spitfires BS219 and BS234. Of course the future will certainly bring trades and
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possible changes in Reevers priorities, but this will be dependent upon operational demands i.e.
keeping aircraft flying or in good display condition.

Reevers’BͲ26CInvaderPhilBuckleyphoto

B-25 • From an Idea to Warbird Project
As the primary researcher and co-ordinator of the B-25 Mitchell project for Reevers, Peter
Smythe is focused on raising awareness to the largely forgotten history of WWII B-25 operations
by the Dutch and Australian Air Forces. Peter says that, “Reevers’ interest in B-25s generally
came about [accidentally] over the last few years. I was researching in 2010 the use of the
Brewster Buffalo, a type I have longed to locate. I discovered the Dutch used them along with
the RAAF in South East Asia and also in Australia. In researching the Dutch operations from
Australia during WWII, I found that many sad stories were recorded such as the Broome Raids,
Dutch refugees landing on remote parts of Australia with many perishing due to the elements –
all of which lead me to discover that the Dutch, as well as the RAAF had a squadron each of B25 Mitchells.”
Dutch B-25 operations during WWII
Peter had previously known only that the US Army Air Force operated the type from far northern
Queensland and the Northern Territory, but during his investigation he found that the Dutch also
flew them, taking the fight to the enemy with some impressive raids against Japanese targets in
former Dutch colonies. With further digging, Smythe discovered that Dutch involvement with
fighting the Japanese from Australian bases was more significant than he had expected. So with
an interest in Mitchells now sparked and a wish to give some recognition to the Dutch airmen
who fought their war from Australia, Peter began extensive research on former operational
aircraft, many of which are sadly rotting away. Locating parts for public display was equally
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frustrating. Peter was surprised to find just one partially complete example in Australia, at a
museum in Darwin, Northern Australia, which also had the remains from several other Mitchells
in storage. He recollects that, “on a couple of occasions I was allowed to inspect the B-25
sections in storage, but in the end of the discussions it became apparent that the Museum in
Darwin would never part with them. So I focussed on other ventures; buying, selling, trading,
and recovering to help further the plans to acquire a B-25 Mitchell somehow….” Being a
resourceful person however, Peter Smythe says, “Whenever a B-25 came onto the market I
always made inquiries. Many an aero trader out there could testify to my tenacious nature when
it comes to the B-25.”
With limited wrecks and virtually nothing in Australia to work from, Peter admits, “I finally
reached a point when I figured I would have to get one probably from a Pacific nation, and
probably one in very poor condition. I began enquiries and had some positive feedback.” Peter
says he would, “generally engage a local museum or council member to supply photos or to have
people I know inspect the aircraft.” With feedback coming in, it became obvious that the B-25
wrecks still available are, as Smythe expressed, “in my opinion, past it”. With his local and
Pacific options now crossed off the potential survivor locations list, Peter Smythe turned to the
USA.

LuckLadyduringdismantlinginFranklin,Virginia.ReeversWarbirdsphoto

Lucky on e-bay
Peter says in his search for a potential airframe, “I knew of the Franklin B-25 and a few others
sitting around the globe, and made efforts to contact the respective owners – not a lot of luck
there.” Then out of the blue in late 2014, he received an e-mail saying that Lucky Lady was listed
on the online auction site e-bay. Peter Smythe decided to follow this opportunity, but due to poor
timing and other priorities he couldn’t place a bid… “So I lost that opportunity, but then came
another email to me, telling me that the new owner only wanted a few parts to put towards a
project they already had, and the remaining aircraft shell would be sold.” With this new window
of opportunity now open to finally acquire a B-25 Mitchell, Peter said, “I recommended that
Reevers made the necessary inquiries, confirm the status of the aircraft, and purchase it.”
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Reevers clearly felt that the B-26 Invader they already owned would make a great display sideby-side the Mitchell.
Lucky Lady’s history to date has been mixed.
Peter says, “her life from WWII to the mid1960s indicates she had a few private owners
and then in 1967 she was converted into a
camera ship for film use, which saw her used in
the Battle of Britain movie in 1967-1968 in
Europe. She then wasn’t used until new buyers
bought her in late 1970s. She was restored to
flying status and from the early 1980s to 1999
was flying as a warbird, but again withdrawn
from use in 1999 at Franklin, Virginia.” Since
1999, the aircraft has remained, minus an
engine and mostly neglected to the elements, in
Franklin, Virginia.
Reevers Acquires a Mitchell
After the sale and transfer of the aircraft to Reevers concluded in early 2015, Reevers began to
organize its move to South Australia. Reevers decided to offer the Mitchell’s tear-down to a
museum local to Franklin so their members could gain skills and the museum some extra
capital. So from late April to early May 2015, Lucky Lady’s disassembly took place and she is
now being prepared for shipment to her new home in Australia. The tear-down team did a superb
job, but it became apparent during the work that the aircraft will need some major repairs once in
Australia to slow down some serious corrosion problems the aircraft now suffers from. Once in
Australia, a complete inspection will take place to identify the missing parts, such as turrets,
engine and internal fittings. Paperwork for the aircraft’s export to Australia has been submitted,
with the Australian authorities giving the green light for the import. Once the US authorities have
signed off on the export, the Mitchell will be crated for the next available shipment to
Australia. WarbirdsNews will follow Lady Luck’s travels and report on further progress during
her rebuild as she moves towards long term preservation.
Future Acquisitions
Since the B-25 acquisition, Reevers has considered options to acquire further warbirds and
historic civilian aircraft, including another B-25 and some rarer, exotic aircraft types – some with
connections to Australia. However, as Peter Smythe states, “We are now happy with our current
lot and will focus on getting the Lucky Lady to Australia and put on display as soon as possible.”
WarbirdsNews wishes to thank Phil Buckley for his report, and especially to Peter Smythe and
Reevers for both saving an important aircraft, and providing us with photographs of her
recovery. We wish them much luck in the future. Reevers has a presence on Facebook; their
website is still in its infancy, but can be found at http://www.reevers.com.au/
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2ND TACTICAL AIR FORCE
Medium Bombers Association
Incorporating
88, 98, 107, 180, 226, 305, 320 & 342 Squadrons
of 137 & 139 Wings 2 Group

Royal Air Force

28th July 2015
2TAF MBA Members:
I would like to take this opportunity to remind you that the Annual Reunion and Dinner of the
Association will take place at the Park Hotel, Bedford, UK over the weekend of the 18th to
20th September 2015. The Dinner will be held on Saturday evening commencing with drinks
at 19.30hrs. Dinner being held at 20.00hrs.
A deposit of £35 per person will be required and should be sent to me at the address below
no later than the 8th September 2015 in order that I can give final figures to the Hotel.
Please complete the slip below indicating your requirements.
I do hope that you can make it and I look forward to seeing you there.
Best Wishes
Russ

Please reserve _____ places for the 2015 MBA Reunion
I/We require accommodation for ______ night(s) FRIDAY/SATURDAY
ACCOMMODATION REQUIRED
TWIN
DOUBLE SINGLE
Name(s) ………………………………............................................................
Address………………………………................................................................
Tel. No. ……………………..
Special requests…………………………… (Sqdn No. or Friends) for Dinner seating
Deposit £35.00 per person enclosed £….. Payable to 2nd TAF MBA to
Russ Legross at the address below.

SECRETARY - ARCHIVIST : Russ Legross
15 Holland Park Drive, Jarrow, Tyne & Wear NE32 4LL
Tel. 0191 4569840 email russ@legross.freeserve.co.uk

